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CEDAR GROVE,
NEW JERSEY.
INTRODUCTION

It is with great pleasure that we present our 1927 list of Dahlias and Gladioli. We wish to thank our customers for their generous patronage which has made the past a most successful season. We shall try to merit a continuance of this patronage by only sending out the best of stock and it is unusually good this year. We have several excellent seedlings which we are holding for another season and which can be seen growing in our display garden this coming year.

Sincerely

F. R. WAITE, JR.
Please Read Before Ordering

ORDER EARLY.—Do not delay ordering until planting time, as many varieties will be sold out. As orders are received stock will be reserved.

TERMS.—Cash with order, or C. O. D.

SHIPPING.—All orders will be shipped around May 15 unless otherwise ordered.

GUARANTEE.—We guarantee every plant or tuber sent out to be true to name and in a healthy growing condition. Notify at once if anything is unsatisfactory; do not wait until the end of the season; we can only make good if you tell us. We want your patronage in future years so will do our best to please.

SUBSTITUTION.—We do not substitute unless requested.

ADDRESS.—Please write or print name and address plainly. Specify time you wish your order shipped.
Our Own Introductions

**BARBARA WAITE** (Dec.) A very healthy vigorous plant, producing large well formed flowers on long, straight stiff stems. Color a beautiful shade of gold overlaid with soft pink. This Dahlia was very much admired in the Bronx Botanical Gardens where it was seen growing this year. Certificate of Merit at the New Jersey Dahlia Society trial grounds.

**FIREFLY** (Dec.) One of the most vivid Dahlias in our gardens. A fine petalled decorative of fiery orange. A very free producer of large flowers on straight stiff stems.

**ROBIN HOOD** (Hyb. Cac.) A wonderful large, well formed flower of true hybrid cactus type on good stems. A splendid Autumn shade, deep terra cotta, overlaid rose, with a golden sheen to the petals. The late flowers will be as large as the early ones. Free bloomer, good growth and foliage.

**ROSS WAITE** (Hyb. Cac.) This Dahlia has been at the trial grounds under the name of “Chink,” but as it is such a fine Dahlia, we decided it was worthy of a better name. A wonderfully well formed hybrid of true type. Petals twist and interlace to form a bloom of great size and depth. Stems are long, straight and stiff, carrying the flower perfectly erect. Color a beautiful clear picric yellow. Certificate of Merit at the New Jersey Dahlia Society trial grounds. Stock limited.
ROSE GLOW. (Dec.) 1925. Very large flower of deepest shade of rose with silver tips. The broad petals fold back to form a flower of great depth. Does not sunburn or bleach. Stems are long, straight and stiff, carrying flower perfectly erect. Tubers $7.50, plants $3.50

W. H. WAITE'S INTRODUCTIONS FOR 1927

JERSEY ELEGANTS. (Dec.) Spinel pink, medium sized flowers, produced very freely on good stems. The foliage is fine cut, and rough in texture, and is not much affected by the leafhopper, cert. N. J. 1926. Tubers $10.00, plants $5.00

JERSEY'S FIANCEE. (Dec.) Rose pink in color, with the point of each floret, slightly tipped gold, the flowers can be grown to a good size, and the stems are always good. The foliage is inclined to be pale and should be kept sprayed to offset the ravages of the insects. Cert. 1925. Tubers $10.00, plants $5.00

JERSEY'S SUNSHINE. (Dec.) Light greenish yellow, sometimes streaked with Amaranth pink, flowering habit profuse. Stems are very stiff, and erect, flowers are large, and well formed. Cert. 1925. Tubers $10.00, plants $5.00

JERSEY'S SWEETHEART. (Dec.) Whilst this is not one of the very large varieties, the daintiness of its flowers, make it very desirable and attractive. In color it is a delicate pink, shading to white in the center, a splendid cut flower variety, the stems are slender and stiff, and the flowers are produced in great number. Cert. 1926. Tubers $5.00, plants $2.50

JERSEY'S WONDER. (Dec. to Pft.) This flower is a mixture of Apricot yellow, and pinard yellow, with a pink suffusion on the reverse. The first flowers are decorative in type, and very large sometimes over twelve inches and borne on good stems. The later flowers are inclined to be peony, with slightly pendulous stems. A vigorous grower, and profuse bloomer. Cert. 1925. Tubers $10.00, plants $5.00

DECORATIVE DAHLIAS

AGNES HAVILAND (Marean). Large flowers on strong, stiff stems; of perfect type; color a fine rose-pink, slightly suffused with yellow. Tubers $1.00

ALEX WALDIE (Broomall). Flowers large, held well above foliage on fine stems, coloring being unsurpassed, a creamy ground overlaid with delicate salmon-pink. Tubers $1.00

AMUN RA (The Sun God) (Seal). A huge decorative of a new formation resembling the glorious setting sun. Shades of copper and orange deepening in center to dark reddish bronze. Tubers $1.00

AMULET (Boston). Large flower of rich deep brown, lightly suffused with gold. Tubers $5.00, plants $2.50

AUTUMN'S QUEEN (F. & M.) An excellent cut flower of a deep peach color on long cane-like stems. Tubers $2.00, plants $1.00

BASHFUL GIANT, The (Marean). The largest flowering Dahlia ever produced, color apricot with golden shadings. Tubers $1.50

BERTHA JOST (Jost). One of the most beautiful decorative Dahlias, soft yellow with a pink suffusion; a very large flower on good stem. Tubers $2.50, plants $1.00

BOSTON WHITE (Murphy). A large regularly formed flower which is good for cutting. Tubers $3.00, plants $1.50

CALIFORNIA SUPERBA (Boston). Very large flower composed of narrow petals of a delicate shade of pink, shading to white in center. Tubers $2.00, plants $1.00

CALIZONA (Broomall). Very large and fine deep yellow, tall, strong grower. Tubers $7.50, plants $3.75
CLAUDE HARLAN (Spatcher). An excellent exhibition, garden or cut flower variety of pure lavender. Tubers $2.50, plants $1.25

CITY OF LAWRENCE. One of the best yellow decoratives. Extra large full, deep flower, good stems, free bloomer, strong growing plant, good exhibition as well as cut flower. Tubers $5.00, plants $2.50

CHAMPAGNE (Boston). A beautiful flower, varying from burnished copper to a dull golden champagne and chamois; heavy, straight stiff stems.

Tubers $2.50, plants $1.25

EAGLE ROCK BEAUTY (Broomall). This splendid new variety is a beautiful combination of pink and cream. The flowers are large, and attract immediate attention. It is a free and vigorous grower, and the flowers are produced quite freely. Plants only $15.00

EARL WILLIAMS (Doolittle). Brilliant crimson and white. Free bloomer and one of the finest Dahlias ever produced. Tubers $2.00, plants $1.00

ELBIRON BEAUTY (F. & M.) A large exhibition flower of soft apricot shading deeper toward center, on perfect stems.

Tubers $2.00, plants $1.00

ELDORADO (Boston). Still the best gold colored Dahlia. A vivid gold, shading deeper at base of petals; a huge deep flower that wins everywhere. Tubers, $2.50. plants $1.75

ELIZA CLARKE BULL (Boston). Without a doubt the finest white Dahlia on the market today. A perfectly formed huge flower on a perfect stem. Won last year at Short Hills for the best Dahlia of California origin. Plants $4.00

ELITE GLORY (Dec.) A masterpiece from W. W. Kennedy & Sons. A mammoth real new red that has won prizes at every show. High scores at all the trial grounds. Tremendous in both flower and growth; flowers fifteen inches across are not uncommon.

Tubers $10.00, plants $4.00

ELKRIDGE (Griffiths). This is a splendid new white variety for which a great future is predicted. The flowers are of good size, borne on splendid stems, the petals are very firm in texture and it is a splendid keeper and shipper. It is a vigorous grower and the flowers are produced in great freedom. This variety had the distinction of winning the medal for the best new variety at the A. D. S. Show in New York the past season. Plants only $5.00

FAITH GARIBALDI (Boston). A fine rose-pink that has again this year won at San Francisco for best fifty blooms. A real prize winner. Tubers $3.75, plants $1.75

GRENADIER (Boston). An entirely new Dahlia, a large flower on a perfect stem. Purplish maroon with silver reverse, giving a two-toned effect. Tubers $5.00, plants $2.50

HALVELLA (McWhirter). A beautiful shade of rose-pink; a fine exhibition and cut flower. Tubers $2.00, plants $1.00

HIS MAJESTY (Boston). A huge scarlet on excellent stems. Tubers $4.00, plants $2.00

INSULINDE. Large flower of rich golden orange, of very pleasing formation. Tubers $1.00

J. B. WAITE (Starr) (Dec.) Huge deep lavender with broad curling and twisting petals. A free bloomer on good stems. Tubers $7.50, plants $3.75

JERSEY'S BEAUTY (Waite). The most consistent prize winner ever produced. The only real pink Dahlia. One of the features of the New York show. The formation stem and growth of this Dahlia are as near perfection as is possible. Tubers $2.00, plants $1.00
JERSEY'S SUPREME. (Dec.) A very pleasing shade of clear Laelia pink; the flowers are of medium size, it is a very free bloomer, the stems slender but stiff. Tubers $10.00, plants $5.00

JUDGE MAREAN (Marean). A very large flower of perfect type and difficult to describe, produced on strong, stiff stems. A blending of glowing salmon, pink, red, iridescent orange, yellow and pure gold. One of the most beautiful dahlias ever created, and should be in every garden. Tubers $1.00
JERSEY'S IDEAL. (Dec.) The color of this variety is best described as lavender-pink, although sometimes it is nearer lavender; the flowers are usually borne face up on top of the stem; it is a large flower, having long, broad petals which gracefully fall, making a very deep flower; it has ideal stems. Plants only $5.00

JERSEY'S MONARCH (Waite). Very large, deep flower of beautiful salmon shading to yellow at base of petals; excellent long, stiff stems. Tubers $2.50, plants $1.25

JERSEY'S MAMMOTH (Waite). Can probably be grown larger than any Dahlia; blooms of twelve inches and over are common, without forcing. A truly magnificent flower of a deep orange-bronze on stiff stems. Tubers $10.00, plants $5.00

JERSEY'S SOVEREIGN (Waite). A gorgeous medium-sized flower of salmon-orange on long, stiff stems. Tubers $2.50, plants $1.25

JERSEY'S ROSE (Waite). A wonderful medium sized flower of a beautiful shade of rose. A splendid grower and free bloomer. Tubers $2.50, plants $1.25

JERSEY'S CAPRICE (Dec.) One of the Autumn shades that is hard to describe, being a mixture of buff-orange and gold flowers, large, of good form, stems rigid, holding the flowers erect. Tubers $10.00, plants $5.00

JERSEY'S DELIGHT (Hyb. Cac.) The color of this variety is a fine shade of old rose-pink, flowers medium in size and borne on stiff stems. Tubers $10.00, plants $5.00

JERSEY'S EMPRESS (Dec.) Anthracene violet in color, the flowers, which are large, having a very pleasing formation, the petals being narrow and wavy; the color is practically sunproof. Tubers $10.00, plants $5.00

JERSEY'S GEM (Waite). A large exhibition flower of pinkish lavender on perfect stem. Awarded medal for best Dahlia of New Jersey origin at Newark show. Tubers $2.00, plants $1.00

JERSEY'S BEACON (Waite). A decided novelty of Chinese scarlet with a paler reverse, giving a two-toned effect. One of the outstanding Dahlias at the New York show. Very vigorous grower with excellent stem. Tubers $5.00, plants $2.00

JERSEY'S JEWEL (Waite). Very large, beautifully formed flower of mallow pink on excellent stem. A splendid exhibition variety; judged best variety of New Jersey origin at Short Hills this year. Tubers $2.50, plants $1.25

KITTIE DUNLAP (Boston). A beautiful shade of American Beauty rose; splendid long, stiff stem. Tubers $1.50

LA GROSSE BETE (Marean). An enormous flower held straight upon strong stems; of a cerise self color, a strong grower and a splendid exhibition variety. $1.00

LA MASCOTTE (Boston). A large silvery white with deep violet reverse; very beautiful and striking. Tubers $1.00

LUETTA (Mrs. Waite) (Dec.) Very fine light yellow on capital stems. Tubers $5.00, plants $2.50
Jersey's Ideal
MARMION (Mastick). Truly, among the very largest in our garden. Most flowers are dwarfed when placed near it. The color is pure golden yellow, with bronze suffusion on reverse of petals and a deep bronzy tone on the high center, and outlining each petal. The stems are good, and hold the immense blooms gracefully above the sturdy plant. Marmion is an excellent variety for the “Largest Dahlia in Show” competition .................................................................Plants $5.00

MARGARET WOODROW WILSON (F. & M.) It is an exhibition type, decorative, of large size and great beauty. Color is opalescent-pink. Face of petals creamy white, reverse Phlox-pink, the reflection from reverse of petals giving the whole flower an opalescent effect. Petals are broad and well placed, terminating in points, making a thick flower. Strong, upright stems, dark green foliage, medium height. Awarded certificate of Merit by Dahlia Society of New Jersey, trial grounds New Brunswick, N. J., 1925, score 86.

Tubers $5.00, plants $2.50

MEPHISTOPHELES (Marean). As an exhibition flower this dahlia has no peer; enormous blooms held perfectly erect on gigantic stout stems; will keep for four days at an exhibition and continue to grow. Plants are of extraordinary vigor and free flowering. Color is ruby red, showing an infinitesimal golden yellow point at the very end of the petals, thereby greatly enhancing its effectiveness.

Tubers $2.00, plants $1.00

MABLE THATCHER (Marean). An immense exhibition flower of a rich yellow on long, stiff stem ..........................................................Tubers $1.00

MARAGARET MASSON (F. & M.) One of, if not the best, Dahlias turned out by Fisher & Masson. A huge beautifully formed flower, silvery rose-pink. A splendid keeper when cut. Tubers $3.50, plants $1.75

M. H. De Young (Boston). Pure old gold without any shading; large flower on long, stiff stems; must really be seen to be appreciated ............................................................Tubers $7.50, plants $3.75

MR. CROWLEY (Broomall). One of the brightest and most exquisite Dahlias; bright glowing shade of salmon-pink ..........................................................Tubers $1.00

ELEANOR VANDERVEER (Seal). The best Dahlia from the Coast 1926. A very large rose-pink of fine formation on very long, straight stiff stems ..........................................................Tubers $10.00, plants $5.00

MRS. ELEANOR MARTIN (Pelican). Another splendid one from the Coast. Very large flower of Mulberry; excellent stem and habit of growth ..........................................................Tubers $3.50, plants $1.50

MRS. E. L. LINDSLEY (Broomall). Scarlet and gold; huge blooms on stiff stems ..........................................................Tubers $1.00

MRS. GEORGE W. ELKINS, JR. (Root). Beautiful old gold suffused salmon-pink, on good stems; a splendid exhibition Dahlia. Tubers $1.50

MRS. F. A. C. PERRINE (F. & M.) A mammoth flower of a lovely shade of lilac-pink; petals twist, and make flower of great depth.

Tubers $5.00, plants $2.00

MRS. I. DE VER WARNER (Marean). A soft orchid colored Dahlia of large size, perfect stem and formation. Should be in every garden, as it is one of the most satisfactory Dahlias in cultivation.

Tubers $1.00, plants $.75

MRS. FRANCIS E. BULLARD (Broomall). This is an immense flower of a beautiful light pink, shading to white; splendid stems.

Plants only $2.50
MORDELLA (King). A real art Dahlia. A beautiful shade of apricot buff; wonderful under artificial light. Tubers $2.50, plants $1.50

MYRA VALENTINE (Mills). A large golden bronze on extra long, straight stems. A large vase of this Dahlia in our display at New York, in 1924, attracted a lot of attention. Tubers $2.00, plants $1.00

NOBILIS (Doolittle). A sport of Earl Williams in which the white predominates. Considered by many to be superior to Earl Williams. Tubers $2.00, plants $1.00

OLIVE REED (Seal). A big deep yellow that is distinct. Will probably be seen in many prize winning exhibits this coming year. Tubers $7.50, plants $3.50

PAUL MICHAEL (Michael). A pure gold color of immense size and very pleasing formation. Tubers $1.00

POP STEWART (F. & M.) Giant decorative. This is a remarkable flower of great size. In the young stage the petals appear rosy pink but as it matures the flower undergoes a complete transformation, toning out into a most exquisite shade of the purest lilac-pink. We can recommend it as one of the finest Dahlias of its shade in existence. It is a wonderful grower, with splendid stem. Awarded Certificate of Merit, trial gardens, Dahlia Society of New Jersey, scoring 90 points. Tubers $5.00, plants $2.50

PRIMULA REX (Broomall). Very well named King of the Primroses. This is probably the very best new variety introduced last year. The flowers are massive in form and a light cream or English Primrose color. The flowers are large and produced quite freely on splendid stems. An exhibition variety of exceptional merit. Plants only $5.00

ROBERT TREAT (Mueller). Brilliant American Beauty rose of wonderful formation. Winner of Garden Magazine sweepstakes at New York, 1924. Tubers $2.50, plants $1.25

ROSE FALLON (Harding.) One of the largest of the new introductions. A truly magnificent decorative of pleasing shades of amber, russet, and salmon. The formation is perfect, and the stems are excellent. The foliage of this beautiful variety is very dark and handsome. Rose Fallon is a wonderful keeper, and lasts for days when cut. This dahlia can easily be shown in the largest bloom class. Tubers $10.00, plants $5.00

ROMAN EAGLE (F. & M.) A flower that is typically an Autumn shade, which has helped make the dahlia “King of the Autumn Season.” Large exhibition decorative of a flaming, brilliant, burnished copper color; one of the most admired dahlias in our field, as well as at all the Eastern shows. Flowers held well above dark green foliage on stiff stems. Medium height plants, profuse bloomer. Awarded Certificate of Merit by Dahlia Society of N. J., 1925, with a score of 89. Tubers $5.00, plants $2.50

ROSA NELL (Broomall). Clear bright rose color, flowers very large, fine for exhibition, good keeper, one of the best shaped decorative dahlias in existence, is a rare color, and attracts immediate attention wherever seen. Plants, $.75
Jersey's Beacon
SAGAMORE (Badetty Bros.) An exceptionally fine exhibition or cut flower of a golden color, shaded toward the center with a warm salmon-rose or orange buff. Stems straight and stiff and wonderful keeping qualities when cut make this flower most desirable.

Tubers $3.00, plants $1.50

SALBACH'S WHITE. The most perfectly formed white dahlia we have ever grown. Its unusually perfect formation and waxy appearance make it an outstanding and much admired variety. The stems are perfect and hold these fine, large white flowers proudly erect.

Tubers $10.00, plants $4.00

SANHICAN'S GEM (F. & M.) This flower was voted one of our very best by a majority of visitors to our field during the summer. Color is a delightful shade of old rose, thickly suffused with amber in the young state. At maturity it is a clear old rose with a sheen which glistens in the sunlight. Petals are large and thickly placed, true staghorn type. Awarded Certificate of Merit by D. S. of N. J., 1925, score 87. One of our best.

Tubers $5.00, plants $2.50

SEAL OF CONNECTICUT (Alling.) Wonderful shade of deep clear yellow one of the outstanding dahlias at New York. Plants only $4.00

SUSAN G. TEVIS (Boston). A Dahlia that will produce quantities of large well formed deep lilac blooms throughout the season. A fine exhibition variety.

Tubers $3.00, plants $1.00

TRENTONIAN (F. & M.) A blending of old gold, amber and bronze. Fine large flower on straight, stiff stems. Wonderful exhibition or cut flower.

Tubers $8.50, plants $1.50

WINFIELD SLOCUM (Slocombe). Gold, shading to burnt orange. A very fine cut flower; excellent bloomer.

Tubers $2.00, plants $1.00

WIZARD OF OZ (Doolittle). Salmon-rose, shading to amber in the center; one of those that just naturally grow big.

Tubers $2.00, plants $1.50

WORLD'S BEST WHITE (Murphy). One of the best whites; fine stem, free bloomer, large flower; fine for exhibition.

Tubers $2.50, plants $1.00

HYBRID CACTUS DAHLIAS

ALICE WHITTIER (Reed). Winner of the President's Cup for best seedling, Boston Show, 1924. Color a very delicate shade of primrose yellow; exhibition sized flower and exceptionally deep. Stiff stems and good habit of growth. Awarded Certificate of Merit, D. S. of N. J., 1925.

Tubers $7.50, plants $3.50

CIGARETTE (Boston). Large flower of creamy white, heavily edged orange; excellent stems.

Tubers $2.00, plants $1.00

CINDERELLA (Boston). A hybrid of perfect type. The long outer petals are tubular and pointed but toward center have tendency to flatten. An immense deep full flower. Color a pale salmon, blending to tan center.

Tubers $2.50, plants $1.25

DADDY BUTLER (Boston). A large hybrid of finest form for exhibition. Rosy carmine with paler reverse.

Tubers $2.00, plants $1.00

EL GRANADA (Boston). Color a vivid orange, petals twist, showing at tips a creamy yellow reverse; fine stems.

Plants only $4.00

EMMA MARIE (Dahliadel). Clear bright pink, shading to white center. An excellent cut flower.

Tubers $5.00, plants $2.50
ESTHER HUNT (Boston). A prize winner everywhere; one of the outstanding Dahlias at New York a year ago. A large well formed flower with serrated tips; color, Oriental orange. Tubers $2.50, plants $1.25

FRANCIS LOBDELL (Waite). Mallow pink shading to white in center. Flower is large and all flowers on plants will be about the same size; stem is rigid. Tubers $1.50, plants $.75

GEORGE WALTERS. Salmon color with golden sheen. A very free producer of very large flower. Tubers $1.50, plants $.75

GLADYS SHERWOOD (Broomall). An immense white, with long, wide satiny petals that do not sunburn; stiff stems. Tubers $1.00

ISLAM PATROL (Davies). Dark velvety scarlet, tipped and flushed with gold. Winner of many prizes. Tubers $2.00, plants $1.00

JEAN CHAZOT. Golden bronze suffused with nasturtium red. Free bloomer on excellent stems. Should be in every garden. Tubers $1.00

JERSEY'S RADIANT (Waite). A beautiful large flower of bittersweet orange produced on long, stiff stems well above the foliage. Tubers $2.50, plants $1.00

KING SOLOMON (Hyb. Cac.) A beautiful orange buff or golden orange with an iridescent sheen on the curled and twisted petals, forming an exceptionally artistic Dahlia; stem extra fine; very floriferous, and it can truly be said, Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed as beautifully as this Dahlia. Tubers $5.00, plants $2.00

MARIPOSA (Boston). One of the finest Dahlias ever produced. A delightful shade of pink with a faint violet suffusion. A giant flower of wonderfully pleasing formation on long, stiff stems. A Dahlia that should be in every garden. Tubers $2.00, plants $1.00

MILTON EDWARDS (Boston). A large flower made up of claw-shaped petals. Color a coppery-red or henna. Tubers $2.00, plants $1.00

NICHU (Boston). An immense deep incurved flower of clear yellow on long, straight stems. Tubers $2.00, plants $1.00

OBERON (Boston). A deep old rose with a pronounced violet suffusion; very beautiful, odd and striking. A large flower on fine stems. Tubers $2.00, plants $1.00

PARADISE (Boston). Creamy old rose suffused with gold. Very large flower on long, stiff stems. Tubers $2.50, plants $1.25

PAPILLON (Boston). A beautiful shade of old rose with golden lights. A very vigorous grower with good stems. Free bloomer. Tubers $2.50, plants $1.25

ROLLO BOY (Pellicano). This is a splendid Hybrid Cactus of good form and strong stems. The color is delicate amber to old gold. Tubers $2.50, plants $1.25

SISKIYOU (Broomall). Pink, tinged mauve. One of the largest flowers ever originated. Fine stem. Tubers $5.00, plants $2.50

SUNNY SOUTH (Broomall). An immense pure yellow; very deep and full in center; flowers carried erect on stiff stems. Tubers $2.50, plants $1.25

VIOLETTA (Waite). Large flowers of petunia violet color on stiff stems. Attracts immediate attention. Tubers $2.50, plants $1.25

ZANTE (Boston). Gold, heavily suffused with apricot-pink. A flower of perfect type, very large and deep. A splendid exhibition variety. Excellent stems. Tubers $7.50, plants $3.75
CACTUS DAHLIAS

CANARY. Perfect incurved type on good stems, of pure yellow color. Tubers $1.00

EAGLE ROCK SUNSHINE (Broomall). We believe that this is the greatest Cactus variety that has been introduced since Ambassador, and we think it even more beautiful. It is a pure deep shade of yellow. The flowers are large and are on perfect stems. The foliage is more resistant to insects than that of Ambassador. Plants only $5.00

MELODY. Clear yellow at base of petals, tipped white; good stems. Tubers $0.50

MRS. ALFRED HARVEY. A large full flower on very good stems. A light salmon-pink shading deeper at base of petals. One of the most admired Dahlias in our exhibit at New York a year ago. Tubers $2.00, plants $1.00

MRS. C. A. GILLATT. A mammoth flower, clear yellow at base of petals, deepening to rose at tips. Tubers $2.50, plants $1.25

MRS. C. COOPER. An immense flower of cream, outer petals suffused salmon. Fine stems. Tubers $0.75

PIERROT. Amber boldly tipped white; a fine large incurved flower. Tubers $0.50

SILVERHILL PARK. Very large pure white of perfect formation on fair stem. Tubers $1.00

VULCAN. A remarkably full large flower. Color a deep maroon with white petaloid at base of each petal. Good stem. Tubers $1.00

COLLECTIONS

For those who do not wish to make any particular selection we will make up collections containing all first-class varieties which will be worth a great deal more than the price asked at $5.00, $10.00, $15.00 and $20.00 per dozen. Or make up your own collections giving second choice where possible, send it to us and we will be glad to make a price on it.

POMPON DAHLIAS

BOBBY. Attractive shade of plum. Tubers 35c

BRONZE BEAUTY. Golden apricot. Tubers 50c

BELLE OF SPRINGFIELD. Crushed strawberry; one of the smallest. Tubers 35c

CLEO. Yellow, lightly tipped red. Tubers 75c

DORIS. Cream color, small and perfect. Tubers 50c

JOE FETTE. The best and smallest white for exhibition or cutting. Tubers 50c

JOHNNY. Tiniest of all most beautifully formed. A deep dark red. Tubers 50c

MAJOR. Deepest shade of old rose, shading to yellow. Tubers $1.00

SAN TOY. White, tipped with carmine. Tubers 35c

SUNSET. A delightful orange. Tubers 35c

TOM. Bright yellow, tipped sunset red. Tubers $1.00

TOM THUMB. Very tiny. Color a garnet red. Tubers 50c
GLADIOLUS

MIXED POMS .......................................................................................................................... $2.50 per doz.

AMERICA. Large flowers of clear lavender-pink. Each 5c., doz., 50c.

ALBANIA. Very pleasing white; a prize winner everywhere shown. Each 15c., doz., $1.50

BYRON L. SMITH. Delicate shade of lavender-pink on white ground. Each 15c., doz., $1.50

CRIMSON GLOW. One of the largest and finest red varieties. Each 10c., doz., $1.00

E. J. SHAYLOR. A beautiful pure, deep rose-pink. Early. Each 10c., doz., $1.00

EVELYN KIRTLAND. An exquisite shade of melting pink, deepening toward the edge; brilliant scarlet blotches on lower petals. Each 8c., doz., 80c

FLORA. Beautiful golden yellow. I consider this the best yellow in existence. Each 8c., doz., 80c

GOLDEN MEASURE. One of the best pure yellows. Each 15c., doz., $1.50

GOLD. Pure golden yellow, throat slightly deeper. Very fine. Each 15c., doz., $1.50

GRECHEN ZANG. A pleasing shade of geranium pink with carmine throat markings. Each 8c., doz., 80c

HERADA. A clear pure mauve; wonderful flower. Each 6c., doz., 60c

HALLEY. Beautiful salmon-pink; lower petals have a creamy blotch with red stripe. Each 5c., doz., 45c

LILY WHITE. A fine pure snow white; many blooms open at one time. Each 8c., doz., 80c

LE MARECHAL FOCH. Beautiful shade of light pink; very large flowers. Each 8c., doz., 80c

LOUISE. Very fine lavender with carmine marking. Each 10c., doz., $1.00

MARY PICKFORD. Delicate creamy white, throat sulphur yellow. Each 10c., doz., $1.00

MRS. DR. NORTON. One of the most wonderful Gladiolus grown; color creamy white, edges suffused with soft La France pink. Each 8c., doz., 80c

MRS. FRANK PENDLETON. Light pink with large blotch of rich carmine-red in throat. An extra fine variety. Each 8c., doz., 75c

PINK WONDER. Very large and fine-light pink; yellow throat with rose feathering. Each 15c., doz., $1.50

PANAMA. Beautiful large flower of hermosa pink. Each 5c., doz., 45c

ROSE ASH. A color popularly called ashes of roses; ruffled flower on immense spike. Each 8c., doz., 75c

ROSE GLORY. Wonderful large flower of pure rose-pink; nicely ruffled. Each 8c., doz., 75c

SCHWABEN. Primrose yellow, crimson marking in throat; massive spike. Each 6c., doz., 60c

WHITE WONDER. The flowers are pure white without any markings on the throat, wide open and often measuring up to 5½ inches in diameter; well placed on a spike, five to six flowers open at one time. This beautiful white is a great forcing variety. 20c each; $2 doz., $18 per 100
PRIMULINUS HYBRIDS

ALICE TIPLADY. Large flower of a beautiful shade of orange. Each 10c., doz. 75c

AVIATRIX. A very fine flower, much broader than it is high, a delicate shade of pale yellow, straw yellow, much darker and brighter in the throat, and dashes of the same hue at the ends of the three under petals, but general effect is still of the palest yellow. A Gladiolus of outstanding beauty. 30c each; $3 dozen

MAIDEN'S BLUSH. A wonderful shade of live pink; the best primulinus; very early. Each 10c., doz. $1.00

MYRA. Very large flower of salmon-pink. Many times a prize winner. Each 8c., doz. 75c

ORANGE BRILLIANT. Medium size flower of brilliant orange. Each 6c., doz. 50c

SCARLETTA. Tall scarlet, very bright. Each 8c., doz. 75c

MIXTURE. An extra fine mixture containing many fine named varieties. 100 $2.00

HARDY PLANTS


AGROSTEMMA (Rose campion). Stout, erect growing plants with silvery foliage, which contrasts well with the showy, rosy crimson flowers.

ANCHUSA (Alkanet). Dropmore variety. Tall spikes of beautiful blue flowers, flowering all Summer. Rough, broad foliage.

ANTHEMIS (Marguerite). Handsome finely cut foliage, and large, golden yellow flowers produced all Summer. Succeeds in the poorest soil.

AQUILEGIA (Columbine). One of the daintiest of all the outdoor flowers; are prized as cut flowers. These long-spurred hybrids range from blue through yellow to pink and rose. Remain in bloom for a long time.

ASTER (Michaelmas Daisy). Late Summer and Fall blooming plants. Mixed colors.

COREOPSIS (Tickseed). Bright yellow flowers all Summer. Fine for cutting.

DELPHINNIUMS (Larkspur). Kelway's Hybrids. One of the finest strains that comes from England. Flower spikes often eight feet high when grown in good soil. Immense flowers, often double, in all shades of blue. $3.35 each; $3.50 per doz.

GAILLARDIA (Blanket Flower.) Always in bloom from June until frost. Very fine cut flower. Mixed colors.

GYPSOPHILA (Baby's Breath). Paniculata flore pleno. Very light and graceful cut flower; masses of minute double white flowers. All plants will not come double, but about 25 per cent will.

IRIS. Send for special list in Spring.

PHLOX

ELIZABETH CAMPBELL. Bright salmon-pink with lighter shadings and dark red eye.

MISS BANGARD. The best Phlox in cultivation. Immense heads of beautiful white flowers in June and again in September.

RJNSTRUM. Lively rose-pink. Immense trusses of flowers.

THOR. A beautiful lively shade of deep salmon-pink, suffused and overlaid with a scarlet glow; has aniline red eye.

TRITOMA (Red-hot Poker). Spikes 3 to 4 feet high, of rich orange-scarlet. Should be given some protection.

All hardy plants. Each 25c., doz. $2.50.